
Three Fates or, some say, Io the sister 
of Phoroneus, invented five vowels of 
the first alphabet, and the consonants 

B and T



   in the Basis of the alphabet 
are the basic elements, of which this world is 
made like words are made of letters.

It is from jewish Book Of Formation, a 
comment to the first chapter of Torah. Only 
though it righteously attributes M to water, Ш 
to fire, the attribution of A to air is whether 
a secret (sacred) or a mistake, or the question 

itself is caused by my misunderstanding (such 
possibility is also to be kept in mind)

As we research the first sentence of Torah,

 ,בראשית ברא אלהים את השמים ואת הארץ 
it becomes obvious, that א refers to eArth, 
when as air is a combination of water and 
fire. Steam (maybe, in the conception of the 
ancients, fire and water also originate from 
air, as lightning and rain)  but this is not for 
certain, uncertain as it gets, because the Book 
of Formation itself it seems has different 
opinions about which element corresponds to 
which letter depending on the chapter and the 
version. and thus this is an open question (also 
because this subject is new for me as well, 
actually, this booklet is not about that)

(in the hebrew text they are simply three 
mothers, שלש אמות)



Modern linguistics teaches that semitic 
alphabets are consonant, but when we 
compare arabic and hebrew to latin, greek, 
georgian and so on, it’s obvious that it’s one 
and the same system, and thus Aleph, Mem 
and Shin are vowel, labial and lingual, made 
by voice, lips and tongue. (armenian used to 
be much more like greek, before Mashtots had 
mutilated it. You can read about it described 
by Koriun, by Khorenatsi, and at aeiou.nu/
index-book.html, and thus Mashtots couldn’t 
be the creator of georgian alphabet, because 
christians don’t seem to be initiated into the 
depth of alphabetic structures, at least not in 
these two)

Old greek myth of invention of alphabet 
also puts in the basis of alphabet vowels  
(A E I O U) and two consonants B и T.

A 
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

K
L

M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

a
b
c [k, s]
d
e
f
g [g, dʒ]
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q 
r
s
t
u [u, ju, a]
v
w
x [ks, z]
 y [j, i]
z

And also all sorts of local 
variations in reading                    

(for example, J in spannish is h, 
and X in portuguese is sh[ʃ])  

vowels are all over the place, A 
is also e and o and even ey, O 
and U are also A sometimes.



a
b, v
g
d
a, h, ɦ
v, o, w, u
z
h
t
i
k, h
l
m
n
s
a
p, f
ts
k
r
s, ʃ
t, θ

א
ב
ג
ד
ה
ו
ז
ח
ט
י
כ
 ל
 מ
 נ
 ס
 ע
 פ
 צ
 ק
ר
 ש
ת

additional dots and dashes under the 
letters give more exact reading to 
vowels and turn consonants into 
syllables, just as M in english is a 
syllable in the word my
dots within letters are to tell how 
exactly ת ש פ כ ו ב are read
and when צ פ נ מ כ are the last in their 
words, they turn into these: ץ ף ן ם ך

a
b
dʒ
d
h
w

أ
ب
 ج
 د
 ه
 و

(ɦ is voiced h (or fricative g))

In arabic ه is not vowel, but in 
kurdish it is exactly Е.

z
h
t
i
k
l
m
n
s
a
f
s
k
r
sh[ʃ]
t
θ
kh
ð
d
z
ɦ

ز
 ح
 ط
 ي
ك
 ل
 م
ن

 س
 ع
 ف

 ص
 ق
 ر

 ش
 ت
 ث
 خ
 ذ

 ض
 ظ
غ





a      a
b      v
g      ɣ
d      ð
e      e
w     w
zd    z
e:     i
h
th     θ
i       i
k      k
l       l
m     m
n      n
ks    ks
o      o
p      p
s
k
r       r
s      s
t       t
u, ü  i, v
ph    f
kh     Ç, x
ps     ps
o:     o
s

in modern pronunciation (МР) θ is much 
closer to f, in spite of how they teach it.

Ancient pronunciation (АР) also raises 
some questions, but that is the officially 
acepted transliteration



Deviation from this structure in greek 
can be explained by the reform, described in 
this historical chronicle: «The vowels added 
by the priests of Apollo to his lyre were 
probably those mentioned by Demetrius, an 
Alexandrian philosopher of the first century 
BC, when he writes in his dissertation On 
Style: ‘In Egypt the priests sing hymns to 
the Gods by uttering the seven vowels in 
succession, the sound of which produces as 
strong a musical impression on their hearers 
as if the flute and lyre were used, but perhaps 
I had better not enlarge on this theme.’»,

and yet why M never stands in the column 
of labials is a more complex question, to 
which I have several possible answers, the 
most interesting of them is the hypothesis 
of patriarchal takeover, which could place 
Jupiter instead of Minerva, or could it be 
Kronos even before that. All this is merely a 
speculation, but pay attention, that Fairy is 
Feya in russian, and in greek goddess is θεά, 

and phonetically labial θ (yep, even in modern 
greek it sounds as f  (though by articulation 
today it is labeo-lingual, combining thus male 
and female components, and maybe it refers to 
the concept of hermaphroditic nature of gods, 
who knows)) is substituted with lingual Ζ 
which stands for Ζεύς. Also notice the initials 
JK standing at that sacred place today (but not 
in italian and not in irish)

In latin alphabet 
linguals are 
structurally divided 
into back-linguals 
and front-linguals:



Other alphabets don’t have such structural 
definition, but the next paragraph of the 
Book Of Formation divides alphabet into 
five groups, differently placed in different 
versions of the book, they nevertheless agree 
on which letter to each group belongs, and 
the first peculiarity I noticed is  ח amongst 
what I suggest to call vowels, and י amongst 
velars (back-linguals) and whether it is some 
encryption showing, suggesting some keys 
transmitted orally, or is it the greek influence, 
or is it an evidence that ח is vowel, and ט is 
labial, the way they are pronounced in greek 
today  (especially in the context of isopsephy 
considered to be chronologically older than 
gematria) that is another open question.

The version on this page places the 
groups according to eastern tradition (with 
some variation) while the version on the next 
page places the groups in western tradition 
(ABCD + the fifth group, probably consisting 
of letters added later, though, it is also a 
speculation, based, nevertheless, on the 
differences in japanese and indian canons)



Division of the alphabet into five parts is 
known in Ogham, where the fifth group is in its 
appearance explicitly different from the others,  
᚛ ᚁᚂᚃᚄᚅ  ᚆᚇᚈᚉᚊ   ᚋᚌᚍᚎᚏ   ᚐᚑᚒᚓᚔ   ᚕᚖᚗᚘᚙᚚ᚜ 
and is also officially considered a later addition, 
thus my hypothesis of a similar state of affairs in 
hebrew is not unprecedented.

The idea of trinity of the alphabet is also 
reflected in the north-european runes. They are 
traditionally divided into three groups, so called 
ættir (ir is the plural suffix, ætts, æts) neither 
four, nor five, always three. That, in the context 
of unity of this tradition tells of the primordial 
trinity in other alphabets. But if those groups are 
vowel, labial and lingual, then why there’s such a 
mess in the ættir we know today? Isn’t it because 
there used to be only 9 letters? This could be 
supported by poetic edda, by nine muses, who 
can also be divided into three groups, three 
by three, digits, letters, notes, which is also 
mentioned in the first chapter of the Book Of 
Formation, but then this is also a tentative guess, 
demanding a confirmation within tradition, 
reflected in some ancient treatise. And the world 
tree Yggdrasil, at which, according to a legend, 
Odin hung during



acquisition of runic writing system, has 
three roots, which is watered with waters 
from a sacred spring by three norns, who are 
the matriarchal trinity, known to different 
nations under different names (fates, moirae, 
parcae, sudicy, rojanicy) and even tridevi are 
traditionally more ancient than trimurti.
And the Odin’s rune-song lists 18 ”songs” 
(doubled 9, because, like tarot, runes inverse 
their meanings when they’re upside down, and 
that could be what the 231 gates are about) 
and that is exactly how many runes are in the 
amazing artefact, shown on the next page (and 
that artefact is rather authentic, I found it in 
Alphabet by Gardiner)



Transliteration of some letters raises question: e.g ᛦ 
is sometimes transliterated as R, and thus doesn’t ᚱ 
correspond to letter П, which it sometimes reminds 

a lot (compare it to Р being R in russian)
Namely not abcd, but abc, or abd, 

something in between, abþ.  I.e. vowel, labial, 
lingual



I decided not to flip the rune ᚮ o look like it does 
on that runic stone, for I left it the way I found 

it in academic tables of transliteration and in the 
unicode.



It is curious that the names of the norns 
are similar to the alphabetic order ABC: Urd 
Verdandi Skuld, in this order symbolizing the 
past, present and future.

And in this context, the ”incomprehensible” 
dogma of the trinity is revealed in trinity as the 
three visible phases of the moon, which are most 
likely the basis and graphic side of alphabetic 
writing, because the bow of the letter b is similar 
to 

𓇹

  
and the bow of the letter d is similar to 𓇹  and 
these letters are opposed in a variety of scripts: 
б g, ב ד, ⰂⰄ, and even 𓃀 𓂧 

I couldn’t find the source of this order:
one refers to the other, and he to the third, who 
doesn’t refer, just proposes it





     In other cases, the 
opposition is the evenness of the labial b and 
the oddness of the lingual d: B D,  
𐎁 𐎄, which in turn gives reason to 

assume the femininity of the labials and the 
muscularity of the lingual ones (fortunately, 
symbolism determines the evenness of the 
female characteristic, and the oddness of the 
masculine, which is most likely associated 
with the shape of the body parts) since labia 
refers to different things, and the word lingua 
is consonant with the word lingam.

This ill-mannered savagery takes us to 
the eastern understanding of dualism, where 
the feminine considered the passive, and the 
masculine the active beginnings, and this can 
be reflected in the dictionary of the language, 
which is most clearly manifested in the 
еnglish to Be and to Do (in russian it is Быть 
and Деять (the russian suffix ть is a cognate 
of (or calque to) the english preposition to, but 
when this to is a preposition, then in russian it 
corresponds to the preposition до)) and since 
my liberal science has gone this far, I dare 
to notice that the names eVe and aDam are 
consonant with the english words even and 
odd.



An inattentive reader may ask, is it abc 
or abd?  From the point of view of the runes, 
c is a staveless d, this is also reflected in the 
fact that in russian cursive g stands for d, 
it is believed that с[k]  sounded like g [g] in 
ancient times. In hebrew, greek, russian, g 
stands at the place of c.

And miseducated person may ask: what 
does russian have to do with it, because 
modern chronology says that the russian 
alphabet was created at the same time that the 
Bible was translated into slavic languages. But 
this, of course, is a lie: before the christians, 
rus’ was under norman rule, and the normans 
knew the runes, which can also be reflected 
in the annals of the Chernorizets Hrabar 
”чрътами и рѣзами чьтѣхѫ и гатаахѫ” 
and the russian letter Ж, which did not come 
from greek, but has similarity with the rune ᛡ, 
which is read as j[й]

Since the paper medium has a number 
of disadvantages: It is impossible to copy the 



symbol and ask the internet what kind of bird 
it is, I will add a comment that ᛡ is called 
Jeran and can be transliterated as j[й] and a 
(?, maybe), but the exact same form of ᚼ is 
called Hagall which is transliterated as h into 
latin alphabet and as х into russian, and if 
you remove its stake (the vertical line) you get 
that very х, and this dialectal variation may 
explain the position of h approximately where 
in the russian alphabet ж is located. There 
is also ᚼ in the Bornholm artifact, where the 
runes are located alphabetically (and I have 
decided to leave out the hypothesis of futhark 
sequence being a mistransliterated abecedary, 
yet I mention it here, because there ᚼ  also 
resides approximately in the same area). 
Notice, that J also can be read as j the short i,         
as ж the ʒ, and in spannish as h.

Another similar character is the berber ᛯ 
which, on the one hand, is the most important 
letter of their ancient writing system but, on 
the other hand, is sort of a later addition to 

the ancient set (this is also a matter waiting 
for opinion of an expert in the field)) but 
what is even more remarkable is that ᛯ  is 
transliterated as Z (and it stands at the end of 
the tifinagh alphabet)

But back to the idea of elements (by 
the way, according to one version, the word 
”element” itself comes from the sequence 
ΛΜΝ)  in the above-mentioned book of 
creation the lingual ש [ш] is compared to fire, 
which is reflected not only in the graphic form, 
the lexical example ash (שֵׁא, fire) but also in 
the phrase ”tongues of fire”, and the sound 
ш(ʃ) is created by tongue, which in opposition 
to the lips is a masculine symbol (like fire in 
tai chi ()) and the labial מ [м] is compared 
to water, which is reflected not only in graphic 
form (if they are descending streams) and 
lexical example maim (ַםיִמ, water) but also in 
tai chi water is a feminine element, a woman 



in labor breaks water, and so on, so signs of 
these elements,
 for fire is like the tongue letters Δ and Λ 
(also in Α, but I have not yet solved the reason 
for the elusive resemblance of a and d, so far 
the assumption is that just as U and V are 
originally one letter, I and J are originally one 
letter, so D is a consonantal form of the letter 
A) and  for water is like the lingual letter 
V (strictly speaking, it is not quite correct to 
say ”lingual letter”, it is not customary, but 
this is a simplification in order to avoid the 
cumbersome construction of ”letter compared 
to the lingual sound V”)

Also notice how if we imagine מ as 
streams of water, there are two of them, and if 
we imagine ש as tongues of flame, there are 
three (today ש is considered a tooth, and the 
name of the letter is shin (tooth), not ash (fire), 
but these objects have at least one property in 
common: they are eating. But sh[ʃ] is not even 

a dental sound, it is alveolar, or even retroflex 
as it is called today, modern linguistics, that 
pseudoscience, ”Every time I fire a linguist, 
the performance of the speech recognizer goes 
up”. On the other hand, ש is also read as S, 
and in place of S it stands, and although S is 
also not considered dental, it is closer to teeth 
(it cannot be pronounced without teeth and if 
 is dental, then S is the original reading, ʃ ש
is the reading of the toothless) but what does 
it all matter, if the division, proposed in the 
Book of Creation is wrong, only that it still 
influences the perceptions of modern linguists 
(so I had to do some serious work to ”forget” 
what I was taught and to see linguals as one 
group independent of where the tongue is 
placed.))



These pages are the work in progress, so it 
is raw and shared only because it is big if true.

Bruteforced antonyms so far:
 e (yeah) and a (ah)
 ploho / dobro
 бad/good
 бог/gьявол, би/gай (be/die (and it is 

b/d opposition I noticed some pages ago (so 
probably the modern yin/yang sign is later 
complication of more simple dualism (right/
left) and because да can be written down 
as both дa and ga, and because 不 can be 
transliterated as both bu and pu, tells that it’s 
likely to be the case))

       гад and satan
 Si и No 

The famous symbol 
speaking about elements 
is eastern tai chi, in 
which I have found this 
form with smile of yeah 
and open mouth of ah 
and light over darkness, 
but don't forget about the 

inner components, so it is complicated, but 
then letters, reminding these shapes, reveal 
that this is the way it is: aбgде go just like 
this, so now I think I know they're the key. 
We couldn't have forgot-
ten something so impor-
tant, could we? and 
probably we yet will 
have to find what was 
the local key, if

..was it triskelion?



Back to the runes: what allows me 
to say that they are older than the latin 
alphabet even though the official history 
claims the opposite? First, my distrust of 
official history, which at all times has been 
a servant of ideology, has led me to look at 
the phenomenon itself regardless of what has 
been written about it before me, and then it 
becomes apparent that the runes are a more 
archaic system, let me try to explain, and this 
is second, The forerunner of the latin alphabet 
is the old-Italic script (for some reason in 
russian the term старо-италийское письмо 
refers to a completely different phenomenon) 
which not only has the same angular style 
as the runes of the other peoples but also 
has some symbols in common with the 



runes of the peoples of northern europe. The 
türkic and hungarian runes have in common 
only angular style, but similar forms have 
different reading, similar to how the letters 
B H P X read differently in the greek and 
latin alphabets today (but most of the similar 
letters are still read alike, which we do not 
see between the türkic and norman runes) 
and yet what allows me to claim that runic 
writing was spreading from the north to 
the south, and not vice versa, as the official 
science holds today? Thirdly, a deeper, more 
thoroughly developed runic culture is among 
the peoples of northern europe, where there 
are the concepts specifically talking about 
the formation of letters (formation of runes, 
which is essentially the same thing) that other 
peoples do not have: stave (a polysemous 
notion, but one of its meanings is the vertical 
line) attaches meaning to finer elements 
than graphemes, с позволения сказать 
штрихемам, to strokes, however,   

ɒ  �𐲀�
aː   �𐲁�
b  �𐲂�
amb �𐲃�
ц, ts  �𐲄�
enk  �𐲅�
ч, tʃ �𐲆�
d  �𐲇�
and  �𐲈�
e   �𐲉�
e~  �𐲊�
e   �𐲋�
f  �𐲌�
g  �𐲍�
дь, ɟ  �𐲎�
h  �𐲏�
i   �𐲐�
í   �𐲑�
j   �𐲒�
k  �𐲓�
k�𐲔𐲔𐲔�
unk �𐲕�
l  �𐲖�
l~j  �𐲗�
m  �𐲘�
n  �𐲙�
ɲ, нь  �𐲚�
o  �𐲛�
oː  �𐲜�
ö   �𐲝�
ö   �𐲞�
:ö  �𐲟�
p   �𐲠�
emp �𐲡�
r  �𐲢�
r   �𐲣�
ʃ   �𐲤�
s    �𐲥�
t   �𐲦�
ent  �𐲧�
tj, ть   �𐲨�
tʃ, ч   �𐲩�
u  �𐲪�
:u  �𐲫�
ü   �𐲬�
:ü   �𐲭�
v   �𐲮�
z   �𐲯�
ʒ �𐲔𐲰𐲰�
tprus �𐲱�
us �𐲲�

orkhon    yenisei
�𐰁�, �𐰂�  ɑ, æ  �𐰀�
�𐰄�       i       �𐰃�
�𐰅�      e      �𐰅�

�𐰆�    o, u    �𐰆�

�𐰈�    ö, ü    �𐰇�

�𐰊�      b      �𐰉�

�𐰌�     'b      �𐰋�
�𐰎�       g     �𐰍�

�𐰐�     'g      �𐰏�
�𐰒�      d     �𐰑�

        'd     �𐰓�
�𐰕�     z     �𐰔�

�𐰗�      j      �𐰖�
�𐰙�      'j      �𐰘�
 �𐰛�     'k      �𐰚�

 �𐰝�     ''k     �𐰜�

 �𐰟�       l       �𐰞�

         'l      �𐰠�
       lt, ld   �𐰡�
         m     �𐰢�
        n      �𐰣�
 �𐰥�     'n    �𐰤�

 �𐰧�     nt     �𐰦�

 �𐰩�    nč      �𐰨�

�𐰫�     nj      �𐰪�
�𐰮� ,�𐰬�  ñ(ŋ)   �𐰭�
        p       �𐰯�
        p      �𐰰�
         č      �𐰱�
�𐰳�      č      �𐰲�

�𐰵�      q      �𐰴�
�𐰷�      q      �𐰶�

�𐰹�      q      �𐰸�
 �𐰻�      r       �𐰺�

         'r      �𐰼�
         s      �𐰽�
        's      �𐰾�

         š      �𐰿�
�𐱂� ,�𐱀�  š       �𐱁�
�𐱄�      t      �𐱃�
�𐱆�      't      �𐱅�
      ot, ut   �𐱇�
       baʃ     �𐱈�

                           Old turkic runes →
      Where does this order come from 
I do not know. It reminds the order 
of european alphabet, but knowing 
only that it is how it goes in the 
unicode, if it’s genuine or influenced 
by western researchers I do not 
know. Being geographically closer 
to the east, it follows traditions seen 
in sanskrit, and separates the vowels 
from consonants, but unlike sanskrit, 
it keeps the consonants mostly in the 
european order.

← Old hungarian rovas
This order also reminds european 
order, and even more, but its origin 
is also not clear to me: Both scripts 
go from right to left, both fonts have 
a common feature: some consonants 
have different forms depending on 
whether a, o, u comes after it or e, i, 
y, and check the last two symbols.  



c can be seen as a staveless variant of the 
letters q and k, but the notion "stave" itself 
came from the north. Another letter-forming 
concept is the bind runes (binderunen) which 
is known in modern scripts as ligatures, 
but in northern european runes it is a letter-
forming concept, just as today in danish 
aa is read as o, in runes ᛆ means a and ᚮ 
means о. Just as in ogam ᚐ means a, and ᚑ means о, and in tifinagh ⴰ is a and ⵓ is o 
(but, it must be admitted that this is a weak 
argument, because the Æ and W ligatures 
are also letter-forming, but in runes it is on 
a completely different level)  Fourthly, the 
myth of the invention of the runes by Odin 
himself is at the roots of no‧r‧se mythology, 
and the word ”rune” is found in their national 
epics all the time, even though I could not 
find the manuscripts of these epics in runic 
writing.  Either the runes were not really used 
for literature, but only for communication 
with the gods, or their libraries were sacred 

groves, which in the bible were ordered to 
be destroyed. Whereas the myths regarding 
writing among the greeks are quite secondary, 
which may indicate that they were not 
national, but were borrowed (Hippocrates 
directly says that they were borrowed, 
but Plutarch recommends not listening to 
Hippocrates) But the greek myth is much 
more worked out, describing  
not only the first letters, but also subsequent 
reforms. While the jewish myth, on the one 
hand, recorded the most ancient stage, three 
mothers, three proto-letters, three elements, 



but then it describes the modern hebrew 
alphabet, which indicates the late origin of the 
book, but this does not say anything about the 
antiquity of the elements of which the book 
consists.

Using myths as historical evidence is a 
very unorthodox approach, but the structure 
found in the alphabets, unexpectedly even 
for me, gave many myths a meaning, which 
now allows them to be compared, but since 
the sample that I have is extremely scarce 
(only three national myths) I am only opening 
(who knows for myself alone or for the whole 

world)  a comparative analysis of the myths 
concerning the origin of alphabetic writing. 

The discrepancy between this version of 
the myth and the version in the epigraph is 
explained by the inaccuracy of this version 
(another version is presented below, which 
is most likely closest to the original), and 
note how Η is repeated, and apparently the 
editor corrected it in the wrong place. In the 
process of this research it became apparent, 
that the version from the epigraph (as revised 
by Robert Graves) is considered the most 
accurate, because it is the most substantive, 
reflects the state of affairs in the alphabets 
most clearly.

It is noteworthy that Palamedes is 
considered the inventor of cubic dice, he is 
also considered the inventor of eleven letters 
in addition to the already existing seven 



mentioned above (since five of them were 
vowels, most likely used for musical notation, 
then the consonants b and t could be the 
forerunners of the modern concepts of flat 
and sharp: despite the fact that the recording 
of musical notes in letters is considered a 
relatively new tradition, a similar notation was 
used for musical notation in ancient greece) 
which gives a total of 18, i.e. 6 for each cube. 



But did he really invent them or did he 
learn them from the sorcerers who kept their 
knowledge in secret (the rune in translation 
means secret) is an open question, but 
since he lived half a century later than the 
mythical journey of the argonauts, who set 
off on a journey for the fleece (which is 
in the east named руно [runo]) which was 
kept on a sacred tree, just like Yggdrasil 
guarded by a serpent, which suggests that 
it was not about the golden sand stuck in 
a ram’s skin (would it be worth such a trip 
then?) But what was written on this skin (I 
remind you that parchment is exactly that 
sheepskin, and before they learned how to 
turn it into parchment, was it used in a cruder 
form) and my assumption is that there was 
precisely that secret of the runes, which, to 
the completion of the greek dark ages (during 
which the previous greek, syllabic, writing 
system was lost; and which culminated in 
the acquisition of the alphabetic writing 

system) ceased to be a mystery. Fifthly, the 
testimony of Tacitus, which describes the 
tradition of divination with the help of certain 
signs, which are directly called runes in 
translation (which is confirmed by the fact 
that it is the runes that are traditionally and 
still used for divination) and this evidence 



is even in the first century AD, the oldest 
border to which modern historians attribute 
the origin of the runes (if not for Tacitus, this 
border would have been drawn at the level 
of the eighth century: for some reason, the 
writing systems that existed among various 
peoples before the arrival of europeans date 
back to the eighth century, including some 
narratives about the history of (so to say)  
scandinavian runes, but he describes this 
divination as the most common, i.e. we are 
talking about a certain culture, and the culture 
of magic is a significantly more ancient 
culture than writing, and therefore how deep 
does this culture go into the past? until the 
very moment when Odin invented the runes. 

(my assumption is that this is a 
schematic representation of three 
cubes with one clean face on 
each)

   may well speak of divination 
with runic dice, which explains the nature 
of æts (ættir) and why today, when divining, 
exactly three runes are laid out of the bag, 
and Tacitus also describes them cast in three. 
Despite the fact that it is possible to make 
cubes with eight sides (however, then it will 
not be cubes, but octahedrons) the ubiquity of 
the cubic dice speaks precisely of six runes in 
each æt, which may be the source of the 666 
meme, as well as the sum of IVXLCD,

How long ago was that? This is a separate 
issue requiring its own detailed study)                                                                     



which, by the way, if V is not vijf, but vier 
(as one freak from alternative historians 
suggested for his own, chronological reasons) 
does not add up to 666, but to 365.

(the use of a horizontal bar to indicate a 
thousand ((two bars to indicate millions) 
suggests that M was not part of the numeral 
system, but either a late inclusion, appearing 
at the time of the loss of knowledge about the 
use of horizontal bars, or an abbreviation like 
russian тыс. or english k)

Sixthly, boustrophedon has no explanation 
in greek, but on runestones the text is often 
located on the body of a snake and (which 
makes it similar to ogham) starts from the 
bottom corner, in comparison with which the 
lines are ”modern”.Seventhly, the fact that 
they retained the division into three groups. 
Eighthly, there are only three letters in the 
first line.

Ninthly, parallels with archaic riddles in 
other writing systems: (ᛘ[m] and ᛉ[z, ks]) ~ 
(M[m] and Ϻ[z, s]) and (ᚼ[h] and ᛡ[j]) ~ (J[h] 
in spanish and J[j] in polish for example) ~ (ж 
[ʒ] ~ J[ʒ]) ~ (H[h] in Latin and Η[i] in greek)



Tenthly, protective staves, identical 
to runic ones, have been known since 
ancient times (meaning ”Чeтыpexчacтныe 
цeнтpaльнocиммeтpичныe cимвoлы нa 
цeнтpaльнoeвpoпeйcкoй кepaмикe V тыc. 
дo н.э.”)

eleventhly, in the runal row presented 
on the stone presented here, the double 
nature of the labials is more clearly visible:                 
ᛒᚦ, ᚠᚵ, ᚴᛘ, and ᛆᚮ (which can be also found 
in other alphabets: BD FГ MΛ ПT, but here 
we had to consult both greek and latin (VX 
contradicts it, but they’re digits, post-T, just as 
today digits are often placed after letters)) 
twelfthly, runes preserved connection with 
calendar (which ogham also did, ogham is 



even more immemorial culture: the calendar 
in ogham is tied to botany, which in medieval 
times was being eradicated as a form of 
sourcery) 
 
And a couple of counter-arguments: 
The eastern order of ACDB is more consistent 
in that it goes from the inside out, just like 
speech. 
Ogham or paleo-hispanic? Runes are between 
those two as a happy medium. And certainly 
a more convenient system replaces a less 
convenient one, and therefore even if the runes 
do not descend directly from paleo-hispanic, 
paleo-hispanic is structurally older than runes. 
And ogham, was it a further abstraction, or 
was it an independently existing code that 
influenced the creation of the runes. The 
question is open.

i
e
u
o
a
r

(st/ts/sw)z
(gw)ng

g
m

(kw)q
(k)c

t
d

(j)h
n
s

(w)f
l
b ᚛ 

ᚁ 
ᚂ 

ᚃ 
ᚄ 

ᚅ
 ᚆ 

 ᚇ
 ᚈ

 ᚉ
 ᚊ

 ᚋ 
 ᚌ 

 ᚍ
 ᚎ

 ᚏ
 ᚐ 

 ᚑ
 ᚒ

 ᚓ
 ᚔ iodhadh (yew)

eadhadh (poplar/aspen)
úr (heather)
onn (gorse)
ailm (white fir/spruce)
ruis (elder)
straif(blackthorn)
ngéadal (reed)
gort (ivy)
muin (vine)
ceirt (apple)
coll (hazel)
tinne (holly)
dair (oak)
uath (hawthorn)
nion (ash)
sail (willow)
fern (alder)
luis (rowan)
beith(birch)

(/ separates versions of different sources)



Paleo-hispanic writing systems, 
graphically similar to runes (some symbols 
are identical not only in graphics, but also in 
sound) but being a more primitive syllabic 
system. This is one of the newest branches of 
grammatology (the science of letters, a term 
usurped by crypto-marxists, but it should 
be returned to the bosom of linguistics) and 
although today they are considered to be 
borrowed from greek through greco-iberian, 
hardly anyone would replace a convenient 
alphabetic system with a more cumbersome 
syllabic. The reverse process seems more 
natural, that syllabic systems were supplanted 
by alphabetic ones.

But here greco-iberian says that Η is 
the greek Е, introduced before Е. In this 
light, in Hyginus at the beginning we 
have ΑΒΟΗΤΙΥ (but this is their spelling 
business, phonetically they are ABOETIU or 
ABEIOTU)

But two S, and not one M? two Rs and no 
Ps? in the light of the above, one of the S is 
most likely a mistransliterated М, one of the ᚱ 
is P



Another example of an alphabet in which 
there is a line of three characters is the 
oldest (literally, the oldest one found so far) 
abecedary, ugaritic abecedary:



and this raises the question of whether the 
ethiopian script really comes from south 
arabian or is it an imperialist fabrication 
(then why not question the rest of the well-
established “facts”? For example, is japanese 
writing really derived from chinese, and not 
vice versa? (but this is unlikely, since each 
character in chinese stands for one syllable. 
Very archaic, very organic. But katakana: 
wasn’t it the writing of the ainu before the 
chinese came? But eskimo syllabaries seem to 
be of prechristian origin, seriously)) 

I.e. paleo-hispanic script is more ancient 
than the ancient ugaritic alphabet? Structurally 
more ancient, this does not mean that the 
surviving records on it are more ancient 
than ugaritic ones. The chinese still use 
logograms, but being purely semantic (even 
though some of their elements have a purely 

አ ቡ ጊ ዳ ሄ ው ዞ — а бу ги да хе вы зо
በ ጉ ዲ ሃ ዌ ዝ ዦ — бэ гу ди ха ве зы жо
ገ ዱ ሂ ዋ ዜ ዥ ሖ — гэ ду хи ва зе жы хо
ደ ሁ ዊ ዛ ዤ ሕ ጦ — дэ ху ви за же хы то
ሀ ዉ ዚ ዣሔጥጮ — хэ ву зи жа хе ты чо
ወ ዙ ዢ ሓጤጭዮ — вэ зу жи ха те чы йо
ዘ ዡሒጣጬይ ኮ — зэ жу хи та че йы ко
ዠሑጢጫዬ ክ ኾ — жэ ху ти ча йе кы хо
ሐጡጪ ያ ኬ ኽሎ — хэ ту чи йа ке хы ло
ጠጩዪ ካኼ ል ሞ — тэ чу йи ка хе лы мо
ጨ ዩ ኪ ኻ ሌም ኖ — чэ йу ки ха ле мы но
የ ኩ ኺ ላሜ ን ኞ — йэ ку хи ля ме ны нё
ከ ኹ ሊማ ኔ ኝ ሶ — кэ ху ли ма не ны со
ኸ ሉሚ ና ኜ ስ ሾ — хэ лю ми на не сы шо
ለሙ ኒ ኛ ሴ ሽ ዖ — лэ му ни ня се шы ъо
መ ኑ ኚ ሳ ሼ ዕ ፎ — мэ ну ни са ше ъы фо
ነ ኙ ሲ ሻ ዔ ፍ ጾ — нэ ню си ша ъэ фы цо
ኘ ሱ ሺ ዓ ፌ ጽ ቆ — не су ши ъа фе цы ко
ሰ ሹ ዒ ፋ ጼ ቅ ሮ — сэ шу ъи фа це кы ро
ሸ ዑ ፊ ጻ ቄ ር ሦ — шэ ъу фи ца ке ры со
ዐ ፉ ጺ ቃ ሬ ሥ ቶ — э фу ци ка ре сы то
ፈ ጹ ቂ ራ ሤ ት ቾ — фэ цу ки ра се ты чо
ጸ ቁ ሪ ሣ ቴ ችኆ — цэ ку ри са те чы хо
ቀ ሩ ሢ ታ ቼ ኅ ጶ — кэ ру си та че хы по
ረ ሡ ቲ ቻ ኄ ጵ ፆ — рэ су ти ча хе пы цо
ሠ ቱ ቺ ኃ ጴ ፅ ፖ — сэ ту чи ха пе цы по
ተ ቹ ኂ ጳ ፄ ፕ ጆ — тэ чу хи па це пы джо
ቸ ኁ ጲ ፃ ፔ ጅ ኦ — чэ ху пи ца пе джы ъо
ኀ ጱ ፂ ፓ ጄ እ ቦ — хэ пу ци па дже ъы бо
ጰ ፁ ፒ ጃ ኤ ብ ጎ — пэ цу пи джа ъэ бы го
ፀ ፑ ጂ ኣ ቤ ግ ዶ — цэ пу джи ъа бе гы до
ፐ ጁ ኢ ባ ጌ ድ ሆ — пэ джу ъи ба ге ды хо
ጀ ኡ ቢ ጋ ዴ ህ ዎ — джэ ъу би га де хы во
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э
አ
በ
ገ
ደ
ሀ
ወ
ዘ
ዠ
ሐ
ጠ
ጨ
የ
ከ
ኸ
ለ
መ
ነ
ኘ
ሰ
ሸ
ዐ
ፈ
ጸ
ቀ
ረ
ሠ
ተ
ቸ
ኀ
ጰ
ፀ
ፐ
ጀ  

у
ኡ
ቡ
ጉ
ዱ
ሁ
ዉ
ዙ
ዡ
ሑ
ጡ
ጩ
ዩ
ኩ
ኹ
ሉ
ሙ
ኑ
ኙ
ሱ
ሹ
ዑ
ፉ
ጹ
ቁ
ሩ
ሡ
ቱ
ቹ
ኁ
ጱ
ፁ
ፑ
ጁ  

ኣ
а
 

ባ
ጋ
ዳ
ሃ
ዋ
ዛ
ዣ
ሓ
ጣ
ጫ
ያ
ካ
ኻ
ላ
ማ

ኔ
ኛ
ሳ
ሻ
ዓ
ፋ
ጻ
ቃ

ሬ
ሣ
ታ
ቻ
 

ጴ
 

ፓ
ጃ  

ы
እ
ብ
ግ
ድ
ህ
ው
ዝ
ዥ
ሕ
ጥ
ጭ
ይ
ክ
ኽ
ል
ም
ን
ኝ
ስ
ሽ
ዕ
ፍ
ጽ
ቅ
ር
ሥ
ት
ች
ኅ
ጵ
ፅ
ፕ
ጅ 

 
ኦ
ቦ
ጎ
ዶ
ሆ
ዎ
ዞ
ዦ
ሖ
ጦ
ጮ
ዮ
ኮ
ኾ
ሎ
ሞ
ኖ
ኞ
ሶ
ሾ
ዖ
ፎ
ጾ
ቆ
ሮ
ሦ
ቶ
ቾ
ኆ
ጶ
ፆ
ፖ
ጆ

о
ኤ
ቤ
ጌ
ዴ
ሄ
ዌ
ዜ
ዤ
ሔ
ጤ
ጬ
ዬ
ኬ
ኼ
ሌ
ሜ
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ዔ
ፌ
ጼ
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ሲ
ሺ
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ቂ
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ሢ
ቲ
ቺ
ኂ
ጲ
ፂ
ፒ
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phonetic function) they are not yet syllabaries, 
i.e. are the oldest form of writing texts in 
use today. And although many elements of 
chinese writing remind european ones, it 
is not yet possible to speak about a direct 
influence in one or another direction (there 
are references in the literature to the existence 
of phonetic signs of egyptian writing system 
before the formation of logographic writing, 
which echoes the theme of ”32 symbols 
found in caves all over Europe”)  is not 
possible, for this we need the help of artificial 
intelligence, capable of keeping in mind all 
this incomprehensible lot of information and, 
abstracting from what people have written 
about it, to find common elements and model 
possible scenarios of the development of 
writings, which I am only guessing here based 
upon also the unprecedented accessibility of 
information.

If someone has heard a lot about 
phoenician and asks why this cherry-picking, 
why don’t I rush into phoenician? This is 
phoenician, and, as you can see, it structurally 
repeats the Hebrew alphabet completely:

Pay attention to the ayn standing where 
is in the others stand o, and unlike modern 
hebrew, where it is similar to the russian У, 
here it is similar to O, which may indicate that 
O and U are historically variants of the same 
letter (since in hebrew there are only four 
lines, and P and F are transliterated by one 



letter, S and Sh are transliterated by one letter, 
even tsadi (�� ,צ, ц) which in russian is in the 
line of the letter У, in hebrew (and phoenician) 
is located between the letters that transliterate 
as P and Q

But the most interesting information does 
not have to be ancient. This observation right 
here is found recently in:
https://roouh.livejournal.com/133411.html and in 
the ancient literature, no mention of such a 
phenomenon has yet been found (which, of 
course, does not mean that it is not there)  

А, Б, В, Г, Д, Е, Ё, Ж, З, И, Й, К, Л, М, Н, О, П, Р, С, Т, У, Ф, Х, Ц, Ч, Ш, Щ, Ъ, Ы, Ь, Э, Ю, Я

— Voiced
— Sonor
— Voiceless

combining this observation with 
the system that I’ve discovered 
and about which this booklet is,

Aа  a 
Бб  b
Вв  v
Гг  g
Дд  d
Ее  e
Ёё  jo
Жж  ʒ
Зз  z
Ии  i
Йй  j
Кк  k
Лл  l
Мм  m
Нн  n
Оо  o
Пп  p
Рр  r

Сс  s
Тт  t
Уу  u
Фф  f
Хх  h
Цц  ts
Чч  tʃ
Шш  ʃ
Щщ  ʃ’

Юю  ju
Яя  ja

    unpalatalizer Ъъ
unpalatalized i  Ыы 
       palatalizer  Ьь 
unpalatalized e  Ээ

А Б В Г
Е Ё Ж З

Д

И Й К Л НМ
О П Р С Т
У Ф Х Ц Ч Ш
ЪЫЬ ЭЮ Я

Щ



Classical greek canon ΑΒΓΔ 

V as the fricative pair of B stands in 
hebrew instead of F. Then J is read as voised h. 
All three are the fricative pairs of the previous 
plosive line

Sonors. N can take this place because of ŋ. 
I moved M to labials and got Immanuil (the 
name of Jesus Christ given to him at birth) 

The voiceless pairs of voiced lines. K is 
like Q and R at the same time

УФХЦЧШЩ dictates this line, and 
the fricative pairs of the plosives from the 
previous line.



Because the germans pronounce V as F, 
and because I didn’t have to move the letters 
much, I assume this table is a variant of the 
original form of the alphabet, especially 
since it proved to be suitable for transmitting 
information: on the next page there is an 
example of such spelling, I stumbled only on 
borrowed word brochure, trying to substitute 
ch with h, but now I see that УФХЦЧШЩ 
compares сh with the letter S (as it is in 
Hebrew שִיׁן and שִיׂן are yet one letter) the child 
would say blosul and we would understand 
the child. And letters becomes lettels, maybe 
because they let tell. 

And only in the process of editing have 
I realized that such periodization makes the 
alphabet related to syllabaries and, perhaps, 
testifies to its origin from them (my guess is it 
was from some kind of celtic, druidic writing 
system)

Unplesedented availabiliti of infolmation 
makes available even the most sakled 
elements of human knouledge, suh as bild 
language, language of gods, language 
konsisting onli of vouels, fills the bogomilik 
himn AEIOU uith meaning and kontlaposes 
it to (uho knous, maibe even mole ansient, 
koming flom that aeon, uhen B uas the filst 
lettel, as it is in Tolah, Kolan, Ogham and in 
this modest blosule, huh) judaik EIOUA ol 
IEOUA, flom uhikh it is one step to IEAOU, 
the alkhaik dessending pentatonik.
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